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across the life span, drawing on the psychosocial theory of Erik Erikson
to provide a conceptual framework for the text. The authors address
physical, intellectual, social, and emotional growth in 11 life stages, from
the prenatal period through elderhood, focusing on the idea that
development results from the interdependence of these areas at every
stage, and placing special emphasis on how optimal development may be
fostered throughout life. Updated with new research findings
throughout, DEVELOPMENT THROUGH LIFE: A PSYCHOSOCIAL

Essentials of Life-span Development Aug 01 2022 Why are you assigning
or considering a brief Human Development text? Is it because your
students do not complete the reading in a comprehensive text? This title
delivers core concepts along with a strong applications reflecting the
broad range of interests and backgrounds of students taking this course.
Development Through Life: A Psychosocial Approach Sep 21 2021
Newman and Newman use a life-stage approach to present development
santrock-life-span-development-13th-edition
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APPROACH, 13th Edition, provides a balanced view of normative
patterns of development and diverse pathways, considering individual,
family, cultural and societal factors that contribute to the diversity of life
stories. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
A Topical Approach to Life-Span Development Sep 02 2022 Connect with
John Santrock's Topical Approach to Lifespan Development and connect
with success. Informed and driven by research. At McGraw-Hill, we have
spent thousands of hours with you and your students, working to
understand the key needs and concerns you face in the Human
Development course. The most common topics raised include managing
the vast amount of content inherent to a Lifespan course and ensuring
the dependability of the assigned material – is it current and accurate?
The result of this research is John Santrock's A Topical Approach to
Lifespan Development, 7e. Santrock ensures students complete and
understand the assigned material in a number of ways: Santrock's
hallmark Learning Goals pedagogy provides a comprehensive roadmap to
the text material, clearly pointing out the core concepts fundamental to
students' learning and performance. McGraw-Hill's LearnSmart
increases students' efficiency in studying by identifying what they know
and don't know and provides immediate remediation, helping them to
learn the material they are struggling with. The connections theme
continues in the 7th edition, showing students the different aspects of
lifespan development and helping them to better understand the
concepts. This recurring theme of connections – Developmental
Connections, Topical Connections, Connecting Development to Life,
Connecting with Careers, and Connections through Research – ties
together concepts from across chapters to reinforce the learning process
and connect the material to students' everyday lives and future
aspirations. McGraw-Hill's Milestones video and assessment program
helps bring the course material to life, so your students can witness real
children developing over time. And of course, all of this material is
informed by our unique board of expert contributors – a who's who of
developmental psychology – who ensure the material is as accurate and
santrock-life-span-development-13th-edition
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up-to-date as possible.
A History of Modern Psychology Jul 08 2020 The enhanced 4th Edition of
Goodwin's series, A History of Modern Psychology, explores the modern
history of psychology including the fundamental bases of psychology and
psychology's advancements in the 20th century. Goodwin, Ph.D. in
experimental psychology, has a true passion for the history of
experimental psychology. Strengths of the text include his conversational
writing style and attention to recent scholarship in the history of
psychology. Goodwin's 4th Edition focuses on the reduction of
biographical information with an emphasis on more substantial
information including ideas and concepts and on ideas/research
contributions; more history on the applied areas of psychology;
condensed chapters, philosophical antecedents and physiological
antecedents; and more psychology's history in the 20th century.
Life-span Development Mar 28 2022 "As a master teacher, John Santrock
connects current research with real-world application, helping students
see how developmental psychology plays a role in their own lives and
future careers. Through an integrated learning goals system, this
comprehensive and chronological approach to lifespan development
helps students gain the insight they need to study smarter, stay focused,
and improve performance." -- Provided by publisher.
Loose Leaf for A Topical Approach to Life-Span Development Jan 26 2022
Children Aug 09 2020 Connecting research and results. As a master
teacher John Santrock connects students to current research and realworld application, helping students see how developmental psychology
plays a role in their own lives and future careers. Through an integrated,
personalized digital learning program, students gain the insight they
need to study smarter and improve performance -- Provided by the
publisher.
Essentials of Life-Span Development Oct 03 2022 Santrock,
Essentials of Life-Span Development, First Canadian Edition is an
exciting new resource that offers essential content in a student-friendly
format. Featuring shorter chapters and interactive study modules,
Santrock 1ce covers all periods of the human life-span chronologically
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from the prenatal period through late adulthood and death. Santrock,
Essentials of Life-Span Development, First Canadian Edition is ideal for
one-semester Life-Span Development courses at both colleges and
universities, or for any learner eager to explore the essentials of life-span
development.
The Life Span Oct 30 2019 The Life Span: Human Development for
Helping Professionals, 4/e, provides an in-depth look at the science of
human development, highlighting theories and research that have useful
applications for individuals working in fields such as education,
counseling, and social work. The main purpose of this book is to provide
the reader with information that can be translated into professional “best
practice” applications. Throughout, the text reflects the contemporary
view that life span development is a process deeply embedded within and
inseparable from the context of family, social network, and culture.
Because the book is designed for graduate students, most topics,
especially those that have special relevance to helping professionals, are
covered in greater depth than in a typical life span text. The expanded
coverage of research in these areas will enhance students' understanding
of the scientific basis for application to practice. From reviews of the
book: “This book is unique in that it is research-based, includes
comprehensive coverage of important course topics, and offers helping
professionals information about human development that will enhance
service provision to clients across the lifespan.” --Mary M. Chittooran,
Saint Louis University “The writing style is clear, interesting and
engaging and is at a level appropriate for my students. Nicely done. . . .
[The] case studies [and] developmental psychopathology sections are
strengths. . . . [The book is] well organized, well-written, broad-based . .
., [and] insightful. [I] especially liked the authors' focus on practical and
applied therapies, as well as their emphasis on research-based therapies
that incorporate sound principles of human developmental.” --Rosalie A.
Rohm, Ball State University “This readable, well organized text
addresses the depth and scope of development. The text extends
students knowledge of the material by providing a wealth of applicable
information for those who are or will be in a helping profession. . . .
santrock-life-span-development-13th-edition

[Compared to other available texts, this one is] far superior in terms of
the balance of scope and depth.” --Kathryn Cooper, Northern Colorado
University New Interactive, Multimedia Learning Features in the VideoEnhanced Pearson eText: o See real examples. Embedded videos
illustrate and explain key concepts and show individuals addressing the
challenges of that period of the life span. (See pages 334, 342, and 353
for examples.) o Practice applying chapter content. The Practice Using
What You've Learned feature includes scaffolded video and print case
exercises that challenge readers to analyze and apply chapter content.
Sample responses are available through the enhanced text. (See page
366 for examples.) See how to work with people at different stages of the
lifespan. Applications sections blend empirically supported information
about treatments with the issues covered in each chapter, offering
extensive discussion of how developmental science can inform practice.
These include topics such as adolescent health and well-being, new
approaches to maternity care, new interventions for promoting secure
infant attachments, encouraging learning through play, helping parents
avoid corporal punishment, and mindfulness-based practices, among
many others. (See 357-360 for an example.)
Human Development: A Life-Span View Jun 18 2021 Balanced
coverage of the entire life span is just one thing that distinguishes
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT: A LIFE-SPAN VIEW, Seventh Edition. With its
comprehensive, succinct, and applied coverage, the text has proven its
ability to capture students' interest while introducing them to the issues,
forces, and outcomes that make us who we are. Robert V. Kail's expertise
in childhood and adolescence, combined with John C. Cavanaugh's
extensive research in gerontology, result in a book with a rich
description of all life-span stages and important topics. A modified
chronological approach traces development in sequential order from
conception through late life, while also dedicating several chapters to
key topical issues. This organization also allows the book to be relatively
briefer than other texts, a benefit given the enormous amount of
information covered in the course. The authors provide theoretical and
empirical foundations that enable students to become educated, critical
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interpreters of developmental information. A blend of basic and applied
research, as well as coverage of controversial topics and emergent
trends, demonstrates connections between the laboratory and life.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Loose Leaf for Life-Span Development Jun 30 2022 As a master teacher,
John Santrock connects current research with real-world application,
helping students see how developmental psychology plays a role in their
own lives and future careers. Through an integrated learning goals
system, this comprehensive and chronological approach to lifespan
development helps students gain the insight they need to study smarter,
stay focused, and improve performance.
Psychology 2e Dec 01 2019
Family Systems and Life-span Development Jan 14 2021 This
interdisciplinary volume presents international research and theories
focusing on the development of the individual across the life span.
Centering on "family" as the key context influencing, and being
influenced by the developing person, the contributors to this volume
discuss an array of theoretical models, methodological strategies, and
substantive foci linking the study of individual development, the family
system, and the broader context of human development. The volume
presents continuing empirical research and theories in the realm of
individual and family development and features a developmental,
contextual view from a process-oriented vantage point.
Looseleaf for Essentials of Life-Span Development Apr 04 2020
Santrock – connecting research and results! As a master teacher,
Santrock connects students to current research and real world
application. His integrated, personalized learning program gives
students the insight they need to study smarter and improve
performance. Connect with Life-Span Development and connect with
success! Essentials of Life-Span Development 4e was developed to help
meet the ever-changing needs of students in the lifespan course.
Research shows that students today learn in multiple modalities. Not
only do their work preferences tend to be more visual and more
santrock-life-span-development-13th-edition

interactive, but their reading and study sessions often occur in short
bursts. With shorter chapters and the LearnSmart interactive study
modules in Connect Lifespan, Essentials of Life-Span Development allows
students to study whenever, wherever, and however they choose.
LearnSmart helps ensure that your students read and appreciate the
material while McGraw-Hill’s Milestones video series helps bring the
course material to life, so your students can witness real children
achieving their developmental milestones. Regardless of individual study
habits, preparation, and approaches to the course, Essentials connects
with students on a personal, individual basis and provides a road map for
success in the course.
Life-Span Development 16E (Bound) Apr 28 2022 As a master
teacher, John Santrock in Life-Span Development, 16th edition connects
students to current research and real-world application helping students
see how developmental psychology plays a role in their own lives and
future careers. Through an integrated personalised digital learning
program students gain the insight they need to study smarter and
improve performance.
Essentials of Life-Span Development 6e Jul 20 2021 Connecting research
and results. As a master teacher, John Santrock connects students to
current research and real-world application, helping students see how
developmental psychology plays a role in their own lives and future
careers. Through an integrated, personalised digital learning program,
students gain the insight they need to study smarter and improve
performance.
Life-span Human Development Sep 09 2020 By combining the best of
topical and chronological approaches, this text presents life-span
development as a motion picture rather than as a series of individual
snapshots.
Life-Span Development: Infancy Through Adulthood Nov 23 2021 The
combined features that distinguish this text from other titles can be
summarized with an acronym: CARE C utting edge research A pplied
developmental science R eadability E ssential knowledge Written by
respected child, adolescent, and adulthood development experts, this
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authoritative and chronologically organized text presents an integrated
perspective on lifespan development. The authors write in an engaging
manner, synthesizing biological, social, cultural, and socioeconomic
influences as opposed to organizing content around developmental
themes. Incorporation of classic and cutting-edge research includes
extensive coverage of new research in developmental neuroscience,
which has transformed the study of lifespan development by introducing
brain maturation. At the same time, the text emphasizes the application
of developmental psychology to real world problems, focusing on the
ways in which knowledge of child development can inform social policy
and practice in the fields of child care, education, mental health, and
family life. The text also examines the many fascinating changes that
take place through adulthood to help students answer the important
question: Who will I become tomorrow? And with a separate epilogue
that focuses on death and dying, the book takes students on a
developmental journey from our first breath to our last. Reflecting the
authors' combined expertise, the broad array of real-life examples
resonate with students from different backgrounds and fields of study,
and with different occupational goals in mind. With its distinctive and
effective combination of cutting-edge research, applications, readability,
and essential knowledge, this text helps students understand and
appreciate what today's scientists are discovering about human
development across the lifespan, how they study the process, and how
this knowledge can be used to improve the lives of infants, children,
adolescents, and adults around the world. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text
may not be available in the ebook version.
Life-Span Development May 18 2021 The sixth Canadian edition has
been thoroughly revised and updated throughout to continue meeting the
needs of Canadian instructors and students. Lifespan Development, the
leading lifespan development text in Canada, aims to provide an
engaging, clear, comprehensive and Canadian introduction to the
concepts, issues, and theories surrounding lifespan development.
Children Feb 12 2021 Connecting research and results. As a master
santrock-life-span-development-13th-edition

teacher, John Santrock connects students to current research and realworld application, helping students see how developmental psychology
plays a role in their own lives and future careers. Through an integrated,
personalized digital learning program, students gain the insight they
need to study smarter and improve performance.
The Handbook of Life-Span Development, Volume 2 Jun 06 2020 In
the past fifty years, scholars of human development have been moving
from studying change in humans within sharply defined periods, to
seeing many more of these phenomenon as more profitably studied over
time and in relation to other processes. The Handbook of Life-Span
Development, Volume 2: Social and Emotional Development presents the
study of human development conducted by the best scholars in the 21st
century. Social workers, counselors and public health workers will
receive coverage of the social and emotional aspects of human change
across the lifespan.
Life-Span Development Nov 04 2022 Connect with Life-Span
Development and connect with success. Informed and driven by
research. At McGraw-Hill, we have spent thousands of hours with you
and your students, working to understand the key needs and concerns
you face in Human Development courses. The most common topics
raised include managing the vast amount of content inherent to a
Lifespan course and ensuring the dependability of the assigned
material–is it current and accurate? The result of this research is John
Santrock's Life-span Development. Life-span Development ensures
students complete and understand the assigned material in a number of
ways. Santrock's hallmark Learning Goals pedagogy provides a
comprehensive roadmap to the text material, clearly pointing out the
core concepts fundamental to students' learning and performance. An
adaptive diagnostic tool increases students' efficiency in studying by
identifying what they know and don't know and providing in-the-moment
guides to learning what they do not. The research and development of
the 13th edition indicated that students said that highlighting
connections among the different aspects of life-span development would
help them to better understand the concepts. This recurring theme of
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connections—Developmental Connections, Topical Connections,
Connecting Development to Life, Connecting with Careers, and
Connections through Research—ties together concepts from across
chapters to reinforce the learning process and connects the material to
students' everyday lives and future aspirations. And the new Milestones
video and assessment program helps bring the course material to life, so
your students can witness development as it unfolds. And of course, all of
this material is informed by Life-span Development's unique board of
expert contributors—a who's who of developmental psychology—who
ensure the material is as accurate and up-to-date as possible.
Life Span Development Apr 16 2021
The Elements of Counseling May 06 2020 Widely known and appreciated
for its simplicity, clarity, and brevity, THE ELEMENTS OF COUNSELING
provides a simple conceptual framework for thinking about counseling.
Covering the basic elements of counseling in an abbreviated outline
format, Meier and Davis use counselor/client dialog to introduce students
to counseling skills and effectively demonstrate each necessary skill in a
'real world' setting. THE ELEMENTS OF COUNSELING presents
information that is essential both for beginning counselors to know, and
for experienced counselors to remember. Meier and Davis address key
topics including relationship building, the counseling process, selfexploration, and the foundations upon which further intervention is laid.
Furthermore, the authors go back to basics by addressing what
counseling is, as well as what it is not. The result is a handy primer that
gives students the framework upon which to build their counseling
knowledge. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
Loose Leaf for Essentials of Life-Span Development with Connect
Access Card Sep 29 2019 Santrock – connecting research and results!
As a master teacher, Santrock connects students to current research and
real world application. His integrated, personalized learning program
gives students the insight they need to study smarter and improve
performance. Connect with Life-Span Development and connect with
santrock-life-span-development-13th-edition

success! Essentials of Life-Span Development 4e was developed to help
meet the ever-changing needs of students in the lifespan course.
Research shows that students today learn in multiple modalities. Not
only do their work preferences tend to be more visual and more
interactive, but their reading and study sessions often occur in short
bursts. With shorter chapters and the LearnSmart interactive study
modules, Connect is the only integrated learning system that empowers
students by continuously adapting to deliver precisely what they need,
when they need it, and how they need it, so that your class time is more
engaging and effective. LearnSmart helps ensure that your students read
and appreciate the material while McGraw-Hill’s Milestones video series
helps bring the course material to life, so your students can witness real
children achieving their developmental milestones. Regardless of
individual study habits, preparation, and approaches to the course,
Essentials connects with students on a personal, individual basis and
provides a road map for success in the course.
Life-span Developmental Psychology Jan 02 2020 Although there has
been a significant increase in studies of stress and coping processes in
recent years, researchers have often approached these topics from
rather narrow and constrained perspectives. Furthermore, little
communication has occurred across disciplines and research directions,
resulting in the emergence of several relatively isolated literatures. An
outgrowth of the Eleventh Biennial West Virginia University Conference
on Life-Span Development, this volume emphasizes two major themes:
the importance of taking a life-span approach to the study of stress and
coping, and the development of new and more complete conceptual
models of stress and coping processes. The first to approach these
subjects from a life-span perspective, this book includes papers by
distinguished researchers from each of the major periods of the life-span,
and brings together the cognitive and socioemotional traditions in the
study of dealing with pressures. The editors hope that this facilitation of
communication among researchers with diverse views will help create a
broadening and integration of perspectives.
A Topical Approach to Lifespan Development 10e Aug 21 2021
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LooseLeaf for Life-Span Development Feb 24 2022 Connecting
researchand results. As a master teacher,John Santrock connects
students to current research and real-world application,helping students
see how developmental psychology plays a role in their ownlives and
future careers. Through an integrated, personalized digital
learningprogram, students gain the insight they need to study smarter
and improve performance.
Child Development: An Introduction Oct 23 2021 Thorough.
Accurate. Reliable. Engaging. These are just a few of the words used by
adopters and reviewers of John Santrock's Child Development. A new
Connections theme shows how it all fits together in the most accurate
and up-to-date topically-organised text in the field. Used by hundreds of
thousands of students over twelve editions, Santrock's proven learning
system provides a clear roadmap to content mastery. The fully revised
thirteenth edition continues with Santrock's highly contemporary tone
and focus, featuring over 1,000 new citations.
A Topical Approach to Life-Span Development Mar 16 2021 Revised
edition of the author's A topical approach to life-span development,
[2018]
Functional Movement Development Across the Life Span - E-Book Mar
04 2020 Providing a solid foundation in the normal development of
functional movement, Functional Movement Development Across the Life
Span, 3rd Edition helps you recognize and understand movement
disorders and effectively manage patients with abnormal motor function.
It begins with coverage of basic theory, motor development and motor
control, and evaluation of function, then discusses the body systems
contributing to functional movement, and defines functional movement
outcomes in terms of age, vital functions, posture and balance,
locomotion, prehension, and health and illness. This edition includes
more clinical examples and applications, and updates data relating to
typical performance on standardized tests of balance. Written by physical
therapy experts Donna J. Cech and Suzanne "Tink" Martin, this book
provides evidence-based information and tools you need to understand
functional movement and manage patients' functional skills throughout
santrock-life-span-development-13th-edition

the life span. Over 200 illustrations, tables, and special features clarify
developmental concepts, address clinical implications, and summarize
key points relating to clinical practice. A focus on evidence-based
information covers development changes across the life span and how
they impact function. A logical, easy-to-read format includes 15 chapters
organized into three units covering basics, body systems, and age-related
functional outcomes respectively. Expanded integration of ICF
(International Classification of Function) aligns learning and critical
thinking with current health care models. Additional clinical examples
help you apply developmental information to clinical practice. Expanded
content on assessment of function now includes discussion of
participation level standardized assessments and assessments of qualityof-life scales. More concise information on the normal anatomy and
physiology of each body system allows a sharper focus on development
changes across the lifespan and how they impact function.
Personality Development Across the Lifespan Jun 26 2019
Personality Development across the Lifespan examines the development
of personality characteristics from childhood, adolescence, emerging
adulthood, adulthood, and old age. It provides a comprehensive overview
of theoretical perspectives, methods, and empirical findings of
personality and developmental psychology, also detailing insights on how
individuals differ from each other, how they change during life, and how
these changes relate to biological and environmental factors, including
major life events, social relationships, and health. The book begins with
chapters on personality development in different life phases before
moving on to theoretical perspectives, the development of specific
personality characteristics, and personality development in relation to
different contexts, like close others, health, and culture. Final sections
cover methods in research on the topic and the future directions of
research in personality development. Introduces and reviews the most
important personality characteristics Examines personality in relation to
different contexts and how it is related to important life outcomes
Discusses patterns and sources of personality development
Psychology & Christianity Integration Oct 11 2020
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Looseleaf for LifeSpan Development Aug 28 2019 Connecting Research
& Results As a master teacher, Santrock connects students to current
research and real world application. His integrated, personalized
learning program gives students the insight they need to study smarter
and improve performance. Connect with Life-Span Development and
connect with success! Informed and driven by research. At McGraw-Hill
Education, we have spent thousands of hours with you and your students,
working to understand the key needs and concerns you face in Human
Development courses. The most common topics raised include managing
the vast amount of content inherent to this course and ensuring the
dependability of the assigned material—is it current and accurate? The
result of this research is John Santrock’s Life-Span Development. LifeSpan Development ensures students complete and understand the
assigned material in a number of ways: Santrock’s hallmark Learning
Goals pedagogy provides a comprehensive roadmap to the text material,
clearly pointing out the core concepts fundamental to students’ learning
and performance. Our LearnSmart Advantage adaptive study tools
increase students’ efficiency in studying by identifying what they know,
and more importantly what they don’t know, providing immediate
remediation for the areas in which they are struggling. At the same time,
instructors have access to powerful visual reports allowing them to
quickly see where students’ strengths and weaknesses lie. Connect
Lifespan takes your instruction and your students’ learning experience to
the next level without requiring hours of setup whether you are teaching
face-to-face, online, or in a hybrid setting. The 15th edition continues
with the connections theme to help students better understand the
concepts among the different aspects of human development. This
recurring theme of connections—Developmental Connections, Topical
Connections, Connecting Development to Life, Connecting with Careers,
and Connections through Research—ties together concepts from across
chapters to reinforce the learning process and connects the material to
students’ everyday lives and future aspirations. Our Milestones of
Development video series helps bring the course material to life,
allowing students to witness development as it unfolds. And of course, all
santrock-life-span-development-13th-edition
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of the text material is informed by Life-Span Development’s unique board
of expert consultants—a who’s who of developmental psychology—who
make sure the material is as accurate and up-to-date as possible.
Child Development Nov 11 2020 Thorough. Accurate. Reliable.
Engaging. These are just a few of the words used by adopters and
reviewers of John Santrock's Child Development. The topically-organised
fourteenth edition continues with Santrock's highly contemporary tone
and focus, featuring over 1,000 new citations. The popular Connections
theme shows students the different aspects of children's development to
help them better understand the concepts. Used by hundreds of
thousands of students over thirteen editions, Santrock's proven learning
goals system provides a clear roadmap to course mastery.
Dispensationalism and the History of Redemption Feb 01 2020 Toplevel scholarship on an enduring tradition Dispensationalism has long
been associated with a careful, trustworthy interpretation of Scripture.
Reflective of its past and present status and strategic to its future,
Dispensationalism and the History of Redemption is a fresh defense of a
time-tested tradition. Made up of ten essays from leading
dispensationalist scholars, this volume covers the critical elements to
know: An introduction to dispensationalism—including its terms and
biblical support The history and influence of dispensationalism—from its
roots in John Nelson Darby to its global reach through missions The
hermeneutic of dispensationalism—the interpretive principles behind the
system Dispensationalism and redemptive history—the story of salvation
traced through the Old and New Testaments, including their unity and
diversity in relation to Christ Dispensationalism and covenant
theology—a comparison and contrast between two main evangelical
perspectives on Scripture’s unity With contributors from top-tier schools
like Dallas Theological Seminary and Wheaton College,
Dispensationalism and the History of Redemption is an expert treatment
of an enduring yet developing tradition.
Handbook of Life-Span Development Dec 13 2020
Print+CourseSmart
A Topical Approach to Lifespan Development Dec 25 2021 As a master
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teacher, John Santrock connects students to current research and realworld application, helping students see how developmental psychology
plays a role in their own lives and future careers. Through an integrated,
personalized digital learning program, students gain the insight they
need to study smarter and improve performance.
Loose Leaf for Essentials of Life-Span Development May 30 2022
Essentials of Life-Span Development is organized chronologically and
covers all periods of the human life span, from the prenatal period
through late adulthood and death. Providing a broad overview of life-

santrock-life-span-development-13th-edition

span development, this text especially gives attention to the theories and
concepts that students seem to have difficulty mastering.
Life Span Development Jul 28 2019 LIFE SPAN DEVELOPMENT: A
CASE BOOK uses lively, contemporary case studies to illustrate
development transitions and challenges in every stage of life. The
authors have chosen these cases for their ability to fascinate, engage,
and stimulate. Together with thought-provoking questions for analysis,
the case studies create a learning experience that helps readers use
multiple perspectives to analyze and interpret life events.
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